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Part 3-1850-1914
Appendix I
Poplar songs with word blues in lyrics
Prior to the arriving of the ‘traditional blues’ there were many American popular songs
that included phrases about blues (which are presented with music earlier). This is not a complete
list of these songs (which is impossible). It shows that the feeling of the blues was present in many
popular music songs in America. This is not to say that they were an influence but the use of the
feeling of the blues was around in popular music in the early 20th century, especially from around
1909 through 1914 and later. I could find few uses of the word blues before the 20th century. The
traditional blues by Negroes with the 12 bar arrangement are the true blues but we find that blues
feeling in many popular pieces and it is the lyrics that gave these song its blues feeling. Most of the
subjects are about a couple missing each other or are lonely for a girl, or, missing their home
town. Many are from Broadway shows. These are songs that are blues in contents and use words
like lonesome, lonely, sad, etc.
The period from 1901 to 1903 did not seem to have a prevalent appearance of the word
blues. During the early 1909-1914 there seem to be more popular songs that are based on the
feeling of blues and mention the word ‘blues’ in their lyrics. Likewise the early ‘true’ blues are
found in those years (1909-1914). The ‘true’ published blues I found published numbered 22, plus
the hundreds of blues recordings that were not printed and published. In early jazz we do find
instrumental and vocal blues being played. Many are ‘titular’ blues but with the popularity of the
blues in all popular music we find the blues theme.
One can see the styles and social norms of this era – no cleavage and many photos on the
cover of the singers (especially woman) who are not thin and attractive – but talented. Many of
these songs that used blues were written before ‘one’ of the first blues published (I got the Blues1908) I found few Coon songs with ‘blues’ in the lyrics’. After the cakewalk, ragtime, Coon songs,
and early true blues, Tin Pan Alley took over and used the word blues in the lyrics of countless
popular songs as well in the title. As with the published blues almost all of the top songwriters
wrote these popular American ballads. The covers are often very artistic and show the artists that
sang or recorded these songs. They were popular in this era with the sale of sheet music, records
and personal appearances. It was great publicity to have your photo on a piece of sheet music.
Often famous people as Al Jolson had his name on the cover to help sales and had only a small
part in the composing of the song. The song’s lyrics, by using the word blue, made the song’s
intent about the blues, with the rest of the lyrics telling the story.
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Song that user the word ‘blues’ 1898-1914
(103 titles)
1898 – I Love Dat Man (Coon Song) – Paul Packard, P Simnes
‘When he was with me I was never blue’ 1900 - I Ain’t A-Goin’ to Weep No More – Harry Von Tilzer, George Totten Smith
‘Flirts until it makes me mighty blue’ 1900 - Why Don’t My Baby Write and Tell Me Why – Bob Cole
‘I feel anxious, I feel blue’ 1900 – I’ve got Trouble of My Own – Rosamond Johnson, Bob Cole
‘and he might a felt blue’ 1901 – Fare Thee Honey, Fare Thee Well – John Queen,
‘Do you blame me now for feeling blue’ -

Walter Wilson

1902 - When It’s All Goin’ Out and Nothin’ Comin’ In – Walker & Williams
‘Things look mighty blue’ 1902 - You Were Never Introduced to Me – Nathan Bivis
‘That when she spoke it simply gave me the blues’ 1903 - Ephrim – Vincent Bryan, J B Mullen
‘and a feelin’ mighty blue’
1904 - Absinthe Frappe – Victor Herbert
‘when life seems gray and dark, and you are blue’ 1904 - Can’t You See My Heart Beat All For You – Bert Fitzgibbons, Theodore Morse
‘when you’re far away I’m always blue, always blue’ 1904 - Lonesome – Joe Rosey, Albert Von Tilzer
Still I wouldn’t feel so blue, if I but knew dear’
1904 – Can’t You See I’m Lonely – Felix Feist, Harry Armstrong
‘What has made me blue’ 1905 – Pout – G L Lowell
‘I’m certain feelin’ mighty blue’ 1905 – Kentucky Sal – Will Mar, Grace LeRoy
‘It makes one feel so blue’ -
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1906 - It’s Lonesome Tonight – Joe Howard, Will Hough, Frank Adams
‘Feelin’ kind of blue’ / the nightingale is feelin’ awful blue I guess’ 1906 - Gee! But this is a Lonesome Town – Billy Gaston
‘Everybody suffers with the blues’
1906 - I’m Sorry – Jack Norworth, Albert Von Tilzer
‘I know I wouldn’t feel so blue’ 1906 - All in down and Out - McPherson, Smith, Johnson, Bowman
‘It makes me just as blue as blue could be’ 1907 - You’ll Be Sorry Just too Late - Billy Gaston,
‘I feel blue through you’ 1907 - I Want You – George M Cohen
‘I’m so blue, lonely too’ 1908 – I’ve taken Quite a Fancy For You -Theodore Morse, Edward Madden
‘Your eyes are shining, you say you’re blue’ 1908 – Somebody Misses You Every Day – M D Harris, Will S Harris
‘Someone is lonesome and blue’ 1908 - When You Wore a Pinafore – Edward Madden, Theodore Morse
‘Look at me Sue, why are you blue’ 1908 – The Prince of Tonight – You Won’t Know Anybody There & I Wonder W
Kissing Her Now – Will Hough, Frank Adams, Joe Howard
‘You’ll be sad and blue’ / ‘If you want to feel wretched and lonely and blue’ 1909 - That’s why I’m Lonesome and Blue – V C Keene, Bessie Keene
‘She was lonesome and what made her look so blue’ / Don’t ask me why I am blue / That’s
why I’m lonesome and blue’ 1909 - I Wonder If You’re Lonely – Ned Wayburn, George Byrd Dougherty
‘I wonder if you’re lonely just lonely and blue’ 1909 - Lonesome – George Meyers
‘Why I feel so blue’
1909 - I’m Going Home – Roger Lewis, Roy Barton
‘Room rent’s due, landlord’s blue’
1909 - Just a Little Ring From You – Jack Mahoney, Theodore Morse
‘Would make things brighter when I’m blue’
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1909 - In Dear Old Tennessee – Olive L Fields, Harry L Newman
I’d like a little loving, so I never would feel blue’ 1909 – Tell Me – Max Kortlander, J Will Callahan
‘When I’m away you’ll feel blue, maybe you’ll sigh / ‘Tell me why days are blue’ 1909 – I’m Going Back to My Old Pal - Ed Bimberg, Nat Vincent
I’m feeling mighty blue’
1910 - I Just Pining for –Egbert Van Alstyne, Harry Williams
‘Feelin’ awful blue, just as blue as you’
1910 - You Taught Me How to Love you, Now Teach Me How to Forget – Jack Drislane,
Alfred Bryan, George W Meyer
‘You’ll feel blue’ 1910 - When the Girl Who Can’t Forget You Wants to Know If You’ve Forgot – Robert Roden,
Kerry Mills
‘Jim said to Joe, don’t be blue’ 1910 – I Used to be Lonesome – George L Cobb, Jack Yellen
‘Ev’ry time would make me feel blue’ 1910 - Any Old town is a Lonesome Old Town – Bert Spears, Maurice Daniels
‘but somehow or other I’m blue’ 1910 - Gee! But the Moon Makes me Lonesome – Dempsey & Schmid
‘Gee! But the moon makes me lonesome, makes me feel so blue’ 1910 - I’ve Got the Time, I’ve Got the Place – Ballard MacDonald, S R Henry
‘I’m blue all through’ 1910 - Drop a Line to Cupid – S J Raber
‘You’re feeling blue / ‘If you heart is sad, lonely and you’re always
feeling blue’ 1910 - Whistle When You’re Lonely – Deems Taylor, W M Leonard
‘Whistle when you’re lonely, whistle the blues away’ 1910 - There’ll Come a Time – Shelton Brooks
‘There’ll come a time when you’ll feel blue’ 1910 - If Someone Only Cared for Me – Harold Jack Gould
‘I am feeling blue, lonely thro and thro’ -
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1911- I’m going back to Lonesome Town
‘Why I feel so blue’ 1911 – I’m Lonesome when I’m Alone and Lonely (1913?)
Lonesome when I’m alone and blue’ 1911 - You’ve Got Me Hypnotized – Irving Berlin
‘I’m feeling so lonesome and blue too’ 1911 – Virginia Lou – Irving Berlin
‘I’m coming home to you, because I’m lonesome and blue’ 1911 – I Love My Babe – J Leubrie Hill, J Rosamond Johnson
‘About the man I love, so dear I’m nervous too and somewhat blue’ 1911 - When I’m Alone I’m Lonesome – Irving Berlin
‘I feel blue I’m lonesome too’ 1911 - One O’clock in the Morning I Get Lonesome – Berlin & Snyder
‘One O’clock in the morning I get blue’ 1911 - Won’t You Let Me Call You Honey – Lester Charles Riemer
‘I feel so awful blue’ 1911 - You’ll Never Know the Good Fellow I’ve Been – Jack Coogan Newman
‘Sometimes you’re goin’ to be blue’ 1911 - When You’re Lonesome for someone who’s lonesome for you
‘Although you feel blue, for it just seems to brighten things tho’ you feel blue’ 1911 - Melancholy – George A Norton, Ernie Burnett
‘Tell me if the cares that make you feel blue’ 1911 - I’m Weary For You Dearie – Stanley Murphy, Harry Carroll
‘A scene that might make you feel so blue’ 1911 – When You’re Away – Seymour Brown, Joe Young, Bert Grant
‘When you’re away I feel lonely, when you’re away I feel blue’ 1911 – Every Moment You’re Lonesome I’m Lonesome Too - J P Richmond, Bernard Grossman
‘Lonesome and blue’ 1911 – My melancholy Baby
‘Tell me of the cares that make you feel so blue’ / ‘cuddle up and don’t be blue’
1911 – I’ll be welcome in my Home Town
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‘don’t ask me why I’m lonely, don’ ask me why I’m blue’ 1911 – Lonesome for a Sweetheart – Harry E Beardon
‘Feeling blue and lonesome too’ 1911 – Without You Sweetheart, I’m so Lonely
‘Without you I feel so blue’
1911 - Maybe that’s why I’m Lonely – George Meyer, Joe Goodwin
‘You can drive the blues away / You were lonely too dear, I wouldn’t feel so blue’ 1912 – You’re My Baby – A Seumour Brown, Nat D Ayer
‘never knew why I was blue’ 1912 – New Orleans - Newton Alexander
‘I don’t know what to do, I feel so doggone blue’ 1912 – I’m Going Back to Kentucky Sue – Albert Von Tilzer, Lew Brown
‘Honey, I feel lonely, honey I feel blue’ 1912 - That Ragtime Barber Shop - William M James, George C Pennington
‘I know a place to go when you are feeling kind of blue’ 1912 – The Ragtime Soldier Boy – Irving Berlin
‘Don’t you feel blue because I’m goin’ off to war’ 1912 - After a While – Edward Madden, Percy Wenrich
‘But you’ll be blue so blue’ 1913 – I’ll Change the Shadows to Sunshine – George Graff Jr, Ernest Ball
‘always near when you’re blue’ 1912 - I’m Looking for a Girl to Take My Old Girls - Clifford Odems
So true when I feel blue’ --

1913 – I’ll Get You – Gus Edwards, Will Cobb
‘I feel so lonely, I feel so blue’ 1913 - I’m Coming Back to Dixie and You Lyons & Uosco, Frank Mullane
‘Oh, I’m so blue, my honey Lou’ 1913 - The Trail of the Lonesome Pine – Ballard MacDonald, Barry Carroll
Like the mountains I’m blue’
1913 - Is there Any Little Thing That I Can do For You? – Harry Bewley, Everett J Evans
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‘A girlies often blue’
1913 - Lonesome Baby – Joe Goodwin, Lew Brown, Nat D Ayer
‘Ever since I’ve left I’ve been mighty blue’ 1913 - Won’t You Come Back – William Owens
‘I feel so blue’ 1913 - Who’s Going to Love You When I’m Gone? – D A Esrom, Theodore Morse
‘If you should get so blue and fret’ 1913 - I’m Crying Just For You - Joe McCarthy, James Monaco
‘When you’re away I feel so lonely, when you’re away I feel so blue’ 1913 - I Miss You Most of All – Joe McCarthy, James Monaco
‘Our whole house is blue’ 1913 - If You Don’t Want Me – Irving Berlin
‘Honey, something’s wrong with my eyes, and it makes me blue’ 1913 - When We Were Running Wild –W R Williams
‘When my marks were low I’d get the blues’ 1913 – Maybe You’ll Be Lonesome – Murray Bennett, J Branden Walsh, Andre C DeTakocs
‘Maybe you’ll be lonesome, maybe you’ll be blue’ / ‘somebody’s feeling sad and lonely
somebody feels blue’ 1913 – Just for To-Night – George L Cobb
O honey, I’m so sad, lonely and blue’ 1913 - Don’t You Wish You Were Back Home Again – Charles K Harris
Tell me pal, is it true, it is love makes you blue’ 1914 – Laddie – Luella Moore, J F Lawton
(blue cover) 1914 – I Wonder Where My Lovin’ Man Hs Gone – Earle James, Richard Whiting, Charles
‘Lord I’ve got the blues but I’ve too darn mean to cry’ 1914 -Down on the Levee – Shelton Brooks
You’re feelin’ blue, down on the levee’ 1914 - Beautiful Girl, I Love You – Thomas Sweet, John P Mulgrew
‘there’s a land known as lonesomeness where things appear so blue’
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1914 - When You Love – Leo Edwards
‘I feel gay, I feel blue’ 1914 - When You’re a Long, Long Way From Home – Sam W Lewis, George W Meyer
‘Guess I’ll be going home, no more to roam, I’m feeling blue’
1914 – Does Anybody want A Girl – Lester Palmer, James Conrad
‘Gee, I feel so lonesome blue’ 1914 - When You Dream of the Girl You Love – Charles L Johnson
‘when you feel lonely and blue’
1914 - When One’s in Love – G A Walters Jr.
‘For when one’s blue, just sad all through’ 1914 - I’m Going to Make You Love me – A Seymour Brown, Egbert Von Alstyne
‘I know why I’m blue, and it’s all because of you’ 1914 - I Had a Gal I Had a Pal – L Wolfe Gilbert, Lew F Mui
How can I help feeling blue’ 1914 – Lonesome for Love - Wane Tiss
‘Life all alone seems so blue’ 1914 - If I Had You – Irving Berlin
‘If I had you to just be around when I’m blue’ 1914 - Oh! That Lovely Rag – Newton Alexander
When I’ve got the blues it drives them away’ -
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The songs -1898-1914 and their ‘blues’ phrase
1898 – ‘When he was with me I was never blue’

1900- ‘Flirts until it makes me mighty blue’
Harry Von Tilzer-one of the great songwriters of his era
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C1900 – ‘I feel anxious, I feel blue’
(Bob Cole-Negro showman)

1900 – ‘and he might a felt blue’
(The vocalists of this era were very talented which mattered more then looks.)
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1901 -‘Do You blame me now for feeling blue’
(A caricature of a Negro lad)

1902 – ‘Things look mighty blue’
(William & Walker, a top vaudeville act. Every few ‘Coon’ songs use the word
blues.)
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1902 - ‘But when she spoke it simply gave me the blues’
(Many covers had the artist that sang the song and a caricature photo of Negroes.)

1903 - ‘And a feelin’ mighty blue’
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1904 – ‘When Life seems gray and dark, and you are blue’ (title -‘Absinthe Frappe’)
(A Cohan Broadway show. Cohan seldom used the word blues.)

1904 – ‘When You’re far away I’m always blue, always blue’
(Theodore Morse was a poplar songwriter of his era.)
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1904- ‘still I wouldn’t feel so blue, if I but knew dear’
(Albert Von Tilzer –top Tin Pan Alley songwriter.)

1905 – ‘What has made me blue’
(Feist & Armstrong-two popular songwriters of the era.)
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1905 -‘I’m certain feelin’ mighty blue’
(Title ‘Pout’ Hard to read cover printing.)

1905 - ‘It makes me feel so blue’
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1906 – ‘Feelin’ kind of blues,’ ‘the nightingale is feelin’ awful blues I guess’
(Joe Howard-vaudevillian)

1906 – ‘Everybody suffers with the blues’
(Eddie Foy-top Vaudevillian)
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1906 - ‘I know I wouldn’t feel so blue’
(Norworth wrote ‘Take me out to the ballgame’)

1906 - ‘It made me just as blue as blue could be’
McPherson, Smith, Johnson, Bowman
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1907 - ‘I feel blue through you’

1907 ‘I’m so blue, lonely too’ (title – ‘I Want You’
(Another song from Cohan)
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‘Your eyes are shining, you say you’re blue’

1908 – ‘Someone is lonesome and blue’
(Will Harris wrote ‘Sweet Sue)
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1908 –‘look at me Sue, why are you blue’
(Theodore Morse- Tim Pan Alley songwriter)

1909 - ‘You’ll be sad and blue’ (Title: ‘You won’t know anybody there’)
‘If you want to feel wretched and lonely and blue’ (Title: ‘I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now’)
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1909 – ‘She was lonesome and what made her look so blue’
‘Don’t ask me why I am blue,’ ‘That’s why I’m lonesome and blue’
(Married songwriters)

1909 – ‘I wonder if you’re lonely, just lonely and blue’
(Ned Wayburn-a Broadway songwriter)
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1909 – ‘Why I feel so blue’
(Meyers was a top songwriter in his era)

1909 - ‘Room rent’s due, landlord’s blue’
(A blues theme from London)
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1909- ‘Would make things brighter when I’m blue’
(The phone song-popular in this era as it was relatively new)

1909 – I’d like a little loving, so I never would feel blue’
(A typical song cover – caricature of a Negress in this era)
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1909 – ‘When I’m away you’ll feel blue dear, maybe you’ll sigh’) ‘tell me why days
are blue’
(Meyers was a prolific songwriter in his era. another photo of a gal with a hat)

1911 -‘I’m feeling mighty blue’
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+1910 – ‘Feelin’ Awful blue, just as blue as you’

1910 - ‘You’ll feel blue’
(The publishers often gave complimentary copies to musicians)
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1910 - ‘Jim said to Joe, Don’t be blue’
(Kerry Miles wrote ‘At a Georgia Camp meeting’)

1910 – ‘Ev’ry time would make me feel blue’
)another couple on the cover. Dig the man’s hat and the ladies also)
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1910 – ‘But somehow or other I’m Blue’
(George l. Cobb-great ragtime songwriter)

1910 –‘Gee! But the Moon males me lonesome-makes me feel so blue’
(Many songs had scenic photos on cover to help sell song)
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1910 – ‘I’m blue all through’
(Most of the men picture were well dressed)

1910- ‘You’re feeling blue’
‘If your heart is sad and lonely and you’re always feeling blue’
(This cover has a lot of details and a picture of cupid)
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1910 – ‘Whistle when you’re lonely, whistle the blues away’
(I think this is the classical composer and critic Deems Taylor)

1910 –‘There’ll come a time when you’ll feel blue’
(Sheldon Brooks – wrote Dark Town Strutters Ball & Some of these Days
How about that hat!)
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1910 – ‘I am feeling blue, lonely thro and thro’
(Again check out the hat)

1911- ‘Why I feel so blue’
(It breaks your heart to say farewell this song has a real blues feeling)
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1911 – ‘Lonesome when I’m alone and blue’

1911 – ‘I’m feeling so lonesome and blue too’
(A song by Berlin that was is not well known)
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1911 - ‘I’m Coming home to you, because I’m lonesome and blue’
(Like Carrie Jacobs, flowers appeared on many covers)

1911 – ‘About that man I love, so dear I’m nervous too and somewhat blue’
(J Rosamond Jackson- top composer & showman)
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1911 – ‘I feel blue, I’m lonesome too’
(Irving Berlin – the greatest melody songwriter)

1911- ‘One o’clock in the morning I get blues’
(One of many Berlin tunes that are not well known)
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1911 – ‘I feel so awful blue’
(Many covers had pictures of bands, this one the ‘Dixie Serenaders’)

1911 – ‘Sometimes you’re goin’ to be blue’
(Do you like that hat – Don’t know if the Coogan is the actor)
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1911 – ‘Although you feel blue,’ ‘for it just seems to brighten things tho’ you feel blues’
(A catchy title)

1911 – ‘Tell me of the cares that make you feel so blue’
(Again a picture of the artist that sang this song)
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1911 – ‘A scene that might make you feel blue’

1911 –‘when you’re away I feel lonely, when you’re away I fell blue’
(Three of the most popular songwriters of the era that wrote many hit songs’)
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1911 – ‘lonesome and blue’
(Really not a very good cover)

1911 – ‘Tell me of the cares that make you feel so blue,’ ‘Cuddle up and don’t be
blue’
(Picture of orchestra leader Vincent Lopez)
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1911 - ‘Don’t ask me why I’m lonely, don’t ask me why I’m blue’

1911 – ‘Feeling blue and lonesome too’
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1911 - ‘Without you I feel so blue’

1911 – ‘You can drive the blues away,’ ‘You were lonely too, dear, I wouldn’t feel so
blue’
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‘never knew why I was blue’

1912 – ‘I don’t know what to do, I feel so doggone blue’
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1912 – ‘Honey, I feel lonely honey, I feel Blue

1912 – ‘I know a place to go when you are feeling kind of blue’
(Many covers were comedic in their theme)
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1912 – ‘don’t you feel blue because I’m goin’ off to war’
(Have you ever heard of this Berlin tune?)

1912 – ‘But you’ll be blue, so blue’
(Percy Wenrich was a famous ragtime composer)
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1913 - ‘Always near when you’re blue’

1913 - ‘So true when I feel blue’
(The girl is attractive in her profile)
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1913 - ‘I feel so lonely, I feel so blue’

1913 - ’Oh I’m so blue, my honey Lou’
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1913 – ‘Like the mountains I’m Blue’
(One of the best known tunes, even today)

1913 – ‘A girlies often blue’
(There’s that telephone again)
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1913 – ‘Ever since I’ve left I’ve been might blue’
(Lew Brown& Nat Ayer-top songwriters)

1913 – ‘I feel so blue’
(She’s a cute girl whoever she is)
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1913 – ‘If you should get so blue and fret’
(A cute expression on her face)

1913 – ‘When you’re away I feel so lonely, when you’re away I feel blue’
(James Monaco-great songwriter)
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1913 – ‘Our whole house is blue’
(Another Monaco tune –He was nominated for 4 Oscars)

1913 - ‘Honey something’s wrong with my eyes, and it makes me blue’
(They look like a happy couple)
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1913 – ‘When my marks were low I’d get the blues’ – (Title – ‘In the happy days when we
were running wild’)
(Takes you back to your childhood days doesn’t it?)

1913 - ‘Maybe You’ll Be Lonesome, maybe You’ll be blue,’ ‘Somebody’s feeling sad and lonely,
somebody feels blue’
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1913 - ‘O honey, I’m so sad, lonely thro and thro’
(Cobb wrote many rags that you might know.)

1913 -‘Tell me Pal, is it true, is it love makes you blue’
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1914 – No mention of blues in lyrics but only on cover
(Perhaps this song was taking advantage of the blues craze with its blue cover.)

1914 – ‘Lord I’ve got the blues but I’m too darn mean to cry
(’Richard Whiting-wrote many hit songs. Among them: ‘Tell we meet again’
‘On the good ship Lollipop’, ‘She’s funny that way,’ ‘Hooray for Hollywood,’ ‘Japanese
Sandman,’ ‘Sleepy time gal,’ and ‘Beyond the blue horizon.’)
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1914 – ‘You’re feelin’ blue, down on the levee’
(Could be thought of as a ‘Coon’ song)

1914 - ‘There’s a land that’s know as lonesomeness, where things appear so blue’
(Another song from the Broadway stage) ’
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1914 –‘I feel gay, I feel blue’
(In this era ‘gay’ meant happy)

1914 - ‘Guess I’ll be going home no more to roam, I’m feeling blue’

(
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1914 – ‘Gee, I feel so lonesome blue’
(Another photo with a unique expression on her face)

1914 – ‘When you feel lonely and blue’
(Johnson wrote many popular rags including ‘’Dill Pickles’)
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1914 – ‘For when one’s blue, just sad all through’
Another Broadway show tune

1914 - ‘I know why I’m blue and it’s all because of you’
Brown & Van Alstyne- top songwriters
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1914 - ‘How can I help feeling blue’
(The composers were popular songwriters of the era)

1914 - ‘Life all alone seems so blue’ (1914?)
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1914 -‘If I had you to just be around when I’m blue’
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1914 -‘When I’ve got the blues it drives them away’

